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Introduction 

Scope 
This manual describes the R400 framework by considering all the elements that 
compose it: modules, devices, and controllers. 

Version and release notes 
This manual contains information compatible with version V4R0M0.  

 

Related Publications 
None 

Conventions 
List of Conventions used in this manual: 

The name and  

R400 and the parts that constitute it are indicated in red characters, Times New 
Roman, and bold-Italic. 

“r4” is an abreviation of R400. 

The source codes and system commands are represented in 

Courier New. 

PC is a synonym of a Windows Personal Computer. 

Where to find updated information 
You can find the latest versions of software and manuals at www.jetlab.com.  

Your comments 
Your comments are welcome at developer@jetlab.com  
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General Description 
System programs are made to interact with the devices that the system uses to 
provide system functions. 

There are devices for screen management, devices for printer management, 
devices for communication management, etc. 

In that same way, R400Core is a system that allows programs to interact with R400 
devices (R400Device) to mange added functions that are offered by R400 modules 
(R400Module). 

Integration with twitter, the ability to send SMS or messages on Skype are just a few 
examples.  

The R400Device is always created on IBM i. 

This carries out services on IBM i if locally activated; it carries out services on a PC 
if it is distributed and activated on a networked PC. 

In this case the PC needs to have R400RemoteController installed. 

This manual describes the installation, activation, and unistallation of R400Core, 
R400RemoteController, and R400Device. 

It also describes how to install/uninstall R400Module. 

It also describes the library that contains a series of commands designed with R400 
architecture. 

This manual, however, does not go into detail about single R400Module modules, 
but limits itself to describe the management procedures that are the same across all 
modules.  

For a detailed description of R400Module modules, consult the manual of the module 
itself. 
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Before Starting 
As stated in the General Description, the R400 framework is composed of the 
following elements: 

• R400Core 

• R400Module 

• R400RemoteController 

• R400Interceptor 

• R400Device 

These elements are described in the following chapters in detail. 

This chapter is limited to describing the sequence to install the R400 system as a 
whole.  

These following steps are references to the chapters of the manual  

 

__ Step 1: 

Requirements 

Essential information to complete installation is requested 

__ Step 2: 

Install R400Core  

R400Core is installed. This is an installation requirement for other components of the 
R400 system. 

__ Step 3: 

Install R400Module  

Repeat for all modules to install.  

__ Step 4: 

Activate R400Core  

Describes the procedure to activate the R400 system. 

__ Step 5: 

Install R400RemoteController  

Repeat on all PC's on which to activate services of the modules installed. 

Some services can be activated only on PC (PDF previews or sending messages on 
skype for example).  
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__ Step 6: 

Create R400Devices  

The interactive services of R400Modules (Activating skype calls for example) need to 
be activated on the PC, connected with IBM I, on which the user is working. 

For this reason as many R400Devices can be created as needed and authorized only 
to the users that need them. 

During R400Core installation a default R400Device is created and given the same 
name as the library of installation. 

This whole manual will refer to this R400Device. 

In this step, even if not mandatory in a demo phase, the procedure to create a new 
R400Device is documented. 

__ Step 7: 

Distribute R400Devices 

Repeat for all PC's on which R400RemoteController was installed and need access 
to the services offered by the modules. 

__ Step 8: 

Remote activation of R400Devices 

Carry out on all PC's which need access to the services offered by the modules. 

__ Step 9: 

Local activation of R400Devices  

Operations mandatory only if services need to be access directly from the IBM i 

__ Step 11: 

Utilize services offered by R400Modules. 

Reference the specific R400Module manual.  
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Requirements 
Before proceding, collect all information needed to complete the procedure. 

Verify the following information: 

 

• Verify that OS400 is V5R4M0 or higher. 

• QSECOFR password or a user with same authorization (*SECADM class 
with special *ALLOBJ authorizations) 

• Verify that the following Server Hosts are active: 

*SIGNON  *FILE *SVRMAP 

Activate them if necessary with the command: 

STRHOSTSVR SERVER(*SIGNON *FILE *SVRMAP) RQDPCL(*TCP) 

• Note the IP address of the IBM I. 

• Verify if the port 10000 is being used (Also note free ports) 

• Verify if the port 10099 is being used (Also note free ports) 
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• VM Java 1.6 or high is installed on the IBM I. Follow the list of supported Vm 
on version OS400. 
 

V5R4  
 

Option JDK java.home java.version 

10 1.6 /QIBM/ProdData/Java400/jdk6/ 1.6 // 
delivered in 
SI26746 

11 IBM Technology for Java 
6.0 32-bit 

/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk60/32bit 1.6 // 
delivered in 
SI30432 

 

V6R1  
 

Option JAVA_HOME java.version 

Option 10 - Classic 6 /QIBM/ProdData/Java400/jdk6 1.6 

Option 11 - IBM Technology for 
Java 6 32-bit 

/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk60/32bit  1.6 

Option 12 - IBM Technology for 
Java 6 64-bit 

/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk60/64bit  1.6 

 

V7R1  
 

5761-JV1 options JAVA_HOME java.version 

Option 11 - IBM Technology 
for Java 6 32-bit 

/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk60/32bit 1.6 

Option 12 - IBM Technology 
for Java 6 64-bit 

/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk60/64bit 1.6 

Option 14 - Java SE 7 32 bit /QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk70/32bit 1.7 

Option 15 - Java SE 7 64 bit /QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk70/64bit 1.7 
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R400Core  
System programs are made to interact with the devices that the system uses to 
provide system functions. 

There are devices for screen management, devices for printer management, 
devices for communication management, etc. 

In that same way, R400Core is a system that allows programs to interact with R400 
devices (R400Device) to mange added functions that are offered by R400 modules 
(R400Module). 

The following chapters explain the installation, configurations, activation, 
deactivation, and Uninstall of R400Core. 

 

Installation  
Follow these steps to install and configure R400Core. 

__ Step 1 

Download the runtime from the site 

http://www.jetlab.com/downloads/r400/JTJT040000.zip 

JTJT040000.zip contains the save file JTJT040000.SAVF. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the version: 

Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

The file should be loaded onto the IBM I as a save file. 

__ Step 2 

Connect to the IBM i as a *SECOFR class user. 

Reload the JTJT040000 library from the save file loaded last.  

RSTLIB SAVLIB(JTJT040000) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/JTJT040000) 

(The command assumes that the save file was loaded in the QGPL library) 

__ Step 3 

Run the configuration command to complete installation 

ADDLIBLE LIB(JTJT040000) 

CONFIG LANGID(ITA) IP(<IP>) PORT(10000)  

where 

LANGID is the primary language of runtime  

IP  is the IP address of the IBM I, 

PORT is the number of a free port. Port 10000 is generally available. 

__ Step 4 

At the end of the process a user was created with the same name as the library. 
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The password assigned is the same as the name. A new password can be assigned 
in line with company guidelines. 
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Uninstall 
This procedure uninstalls R400Core. 

The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

 

__ Step 1: 

Connect as user JTJT04000 and end the subsystem 

ENDSBS JTJT040000 *IMMED 

run the management program R400Module 

WRKR4MOD 

Delete all the R400Modules installed 

 

__ Step 2: 

Connect to the IBM I system with a *SECOFR class user and delete the user 
generated upon installation  

DLTUSRPRF USRPRF(JTJT040000) OWNOBJOPT(*DLT) 

 

__ Step 3: 

Eliminate the resources generated upon Installation 

VRYCFG CFGOBJ(JTJT040000) CFGTYPE(*DEV) STATUS(*OFF) 

DLTDEVD DEVD(JTJT040000) 

DLTLIB JTJT040000 

qsh cmd('rm -r /jetlab/ProdData/JTJT040000') 

qsh cmd('rm -r /jetlab/UserData/JTJT040000') 
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Activate R400 
This is the procedure to activate the R400Core system.  

The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

__ Step 1: 

Connect to the IBM I as user JTJT040000. 

The password was chosen during R400Core installation. 

The main menu is then shown. 

__ Step 2: 

To activate R400Core select option  
“Activate Server Raptor400” (command STRR4SBS) 

If the system was already activated a warning message is shown. 

Start R400Core at IPL, add the command STRR4SBS to the QSTRUP procedure of the 
system. 
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Deactivate R400 
This is the procedure to deactivate R400Core. 

The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

__ Step 1: 

Connect as user JTJT040000. 

The password was chosen during R400Core installation. 

__ Step 2: 

To deactivate R400Core select option  
“Deactivate Server R400” (command ENDR4SBS) 
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Configuration 
This chapter describes how to configure R400Core after installation. 

The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

In particular it explains the procedure to modify the ports used by R400Core. By 
default port 10000 is used to accept service requests and port 10099 is used to 
distribute R400RemoteController and R400Devices. 
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Modify port choice during installation 
Complete the following procedure to modify port choice during R400Core installation: 

__ Step 1: 

Connect as user JTJT040000. 

The password was already chosen during installation. 

__ Step 2: 

Deactivate R400Core selecting option  
“deactivate Server R400” (command ENDR4SBS) 

__ Step 3: 

Modify the list of IP addresses and listening ports selecting option i 
"Modify adresses/ports Server R400" (command CRTETADRL) 

This forsees the addition of a list of IP addresses and ports which R400Core will be 
able to accept the requests from.   

CRTETADRL ADDRESS(('<IP>' 10000 5)) 

substitute <IP> with the IP IP address of the IBM i. 

In the field BackLog insert the value 5. 

__ Step 4: 

The modification of R400Core will be activated after restarting the program.  

To restart R400Core select option  
“Activate Raptor400” (command STRR4SBS) 
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Modify port 10099 
To modify port 10099, used to distribute R400Devices and R400RemoteController, 
follow this procedure: 

__ Step 1: 

Connect as user JTJT040000 to the IBM i. 

The password was already chosen during installation. 

__ Step 2: 

To deactivate R400Core select option  
“deactivate Server R400” (command ENDR4SBS) 

__ Step 3: 

Run the following command: 

edtf '/jetlab/ProdData/JTJT040000/www/config/R4HTTP.config' 

It will open a window similar to the following 

 

Modify the value 10099 with the number of an available port and press F3 two 
times.  
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R400Module 
A  R400Module is nothing more than an IBM I library that contains programs and 
services based on R400Core technology. 

For example, Skype4i  is the integration module with Skype, and Twitter4i is the 
integration module with Twitter. 

This chapter describes how to install/uninstall R400Modules.  

This manual, however, does not go into detail about single R400Module modules, 
but limits itself to describe the management procedures that are the same across all 
modules.  

For a detailed description of R400Module modules, consult the manual of the module 
itself. 

 

Installation 
Follow this procedure to install a R400Module. 

The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

 

__ Step 1: 

From www.jetlab.com several different R400Modules are available 

Skype4i : integration module with Skype 

Twitter4i : integration module with Twitter 

Download the R400Module to install 

It will be a .zip file containing a save file of the same name. 

The suffix indicates the version of the R400Module. 

The file needs to be loaded on the IBM i as a save file. 

 

__ Step 2: 

Connect as user JTJT04000 and run the following command: 

ADDR4MOD SAVF(QGPL/<product_code><version>) LIB(*SAVLIB) LANGID(ITA) 

 (The command assumes that the save file was loaded in the QGPL library) 

where  

SAVF Uploaded Save File, Default library is QGPL, 

LIB is the library to restore. It assumes the same name as the downloaded file. 

LANGID is the primary language of the module. 
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The procedure creates a user <product_code><version> with a password of the same 
name. 

A new password can be assigned in line with company guidelines. 
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Uninstall 
Follow this procedure to uninstall R400Module. 

The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

__ Step 1: 

Connect as user JTJT04000 and Run the following command: 

WRKR4MOD 

Select the module to uninstall with option 

4=Delete 
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Module distribution to R400RemoteController 
When an R400Module is installed it is assigned by default to all the R400Devices 
present in the R400Core. 

Assigning a module to a R400Device allows the device to activate the module's 
services.   

The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

Follow the procedure to assign a R400Module to one or more R400Device. 

__ Step 1: 

Connect as user JTJT040000 to the IBM i. 

A list of commands is shown. 

__ Step 2: 

select option  
“Manage R400 Modules” (command WRKR4MOD) 

It will open a window similar to the following: 

 
 

__ Step 3: 

Press F21=Device list to show the list of all R400Device on which module services 
can be activated 
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In this example all modules can be activated on all R400Devices. 

To assign a R400Device to a R400Module select the module with option 1=Share to 
Device. 

A list of present the R400Device in R400Core is shown, as seen in the following 
window: 
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Select the R400Device on which to active the R400Module, or *NONE to assign the 
R400Module to no R400Device, or *ALL per assign the R400Module to all 
R400Devices. 

To delete a R400Device from the list, select the R400Device from the list with option 
4=Delete.  

WARNING! 

Option 4 on R400Module uninstalls the R400Module. 
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R400RemoteController 
System programs are made to interact with the devices that the system uses to 
provide system functions. 

There are devices for screen management, devices for printer management, 
devices for communication management, etc. 

In that same way, R400Core is a system that allows programs to interact with R400 
devices (R400Device) to mange added functions that are offered by R400 modules 
(R400Module). 

Integration with twitter, the ability to send SMS or messages on Skype are just a few 
examples.  

The R400Device is always created on IBM I. 

This carries out services on IBM I if locally activated; it carries out services on a PC 
if it is distributed and activated on a networked PC. 

In this case the PC needs to have R400RemoteController installed. This program 
allows R400Device to be activated on a PC connected to IBM I. 

It also describes how to install/uninstall R400Module. 

When requested to activate a service from a R400Module on a R400Device, the R400 
system contacts the R400Device. If locally activated the service will be run on the 
IBM I. If the R400Device was activated from a R400RemoteController, the service will 
run on the PC on which the R400Device was activated. 

Some R400Modules offer services that can only be run remotely. Others can run 
both locally and remotely. 

This manual describes the installation, activation, and unistallation of 
R400RemoteController. 
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Installation 
Follow this procedure to install a R400RemoteController  on a Windows PC. 

__ Step 1: 

Connect with a browser to R400Core. URL: 

<IP address System i>:10099 

Where <IP address System i> represents the IP address of the IBM I on which 
R400Core was installed. 

This is the page shown: 

 
__ Step 2: 

Download the R400RemoteController 

Click the link “Setup R400 Remote Controller” and download the setup. 

__ Step 3: 

Install R400RemoteController 

At the end of the download, activate the downloaded program and install.  
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The icon  will be created on the desktop. 
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Uninstall 
Follow this procedure to uninstall R400RemoteController  . 

__ Step 1: 

Uninstall 

Open the control panel. 

select Programs/uninstall a program. 

select R400 Remote Controller and click uninstall. 
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R400Device 
In the same way that there are devices like *PRT, to provide printer services, or 
*CMN, to manage communications with other systems, R400Devices are used in the 
same way by R400Core to provide the services offered by a R400Module. 

The R400Device provides a way in which an IBM I program can run a service offered 
by a  R400Module. 

If locally activated the service will be run on the IBM I. If the R400Device was 
activated from a R400RemoteController, the service will run on the PC on which the 
R400Device was activated. 

Some services can only run remotely on a R400Device. Others can run both locally 
and remotely. 

This manual describes how to create, distribute, activate, and deactivate the device 
locally or remotely 
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Create 
During R400Core installation an R400Device is created with the same name of the 
installation library. 

The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

To create new R400Devices follow these steps: 

__ Step 1: 

Connect as user JTJT040000 to the IBM i. 

__ Step 2: 

select option  
“Manage Device R400” (command WRKR4DEVD) 

It will open a window similar to the following 

 
__ Step 3: 

Press F6=Create activates the command  

Create an R400 Device (ADDR4DEV) 

A name, description, IP address, and a port are requested for the R400Device.  
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Insert a name of chosing in name R400Device. 

The IP address  and the port are already set up with the values used during  
R400Core installation.  

The R400Device created is available to all the IBM I users.  

It you want to protect the R400Device, it can be assigned to a user group in the 
following steps. Otherwise the procedure is finished. 

__ Step 4: 

select the R400Device with option 7=Work with Authority 

The edit object authorization window is shown on the IBM I: 
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assign authorizations *ALL or *USE to the user. 
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Distribute 
To be remotely activated R400Device the needs to be installed in the 
R400RemoteController. 

The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

Follow this procedure: 

__ Step 1: 

Connect with a browser to R400Core. URL: 

<IP address System i>:10099 

Where <IP address System i> represents the IP address of the IBM i on which 
R400Core is installed. 

This page will show: 

 
__ Step 2: 

Install R400Device. 

Autenticate with an IBM i user. 

 

 

WARNING! 
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If errore 9999 presents itself, as in the following image: 

 
it means that the servers of the IBM I were not activated. 

Run the following command on the IBM i and repropose the request:  

STRHOSTSVR SERVER(*ALL) 

The list of R400Devices authorized to the user will appear. 

 
select the R400Device and open the file with the program chosen from the browser.  

(do not save the file) 

The following window will appear: 

 
The message could be, “The device is already installed” or, “The device was 
installed.” 

In ever case, do not activate the R400Device. Click cancel. 
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Modify Remote R400Device 
The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

Follow this procedure to modify an R400Device on a Windows PC. 

__ Step 1: 

Activate R400RemoteController: 

Run/All programs/Remote Controller/R400 Remote Controller 

or 

click the icon on the desktop 

The following window will appear: 

 
__ Step 2: 

select the R400Device to activate and click the New button  

The following window will appear: 
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These are the field that can be modified: 

First IP Host e-terminal and Ports  

Indicate the IP of the IBM i.  

It deals with data provided during R400Core. 

CCSID of connection  

Determine the CCSID of the IBM i.  

Automatic Login - User - Password 

If automatic login is not selected, the user name and password wil be asked in 
during the Activation phase of the R400Device. 

If automatic login is select, the R400Device will connect to the IBM I without asking 
the user for a name and password. 

__ Step 3: 

Click the Ok button to confirm the modifications. 
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Delete Remote R400Device 
The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

To delete an R400Device installed in the R400RemoteController follow this procedure: 

__ Step 1: 

Activate R400RemoteController: 

Run/All programs/R400 Remote Controller/R400 Remote Controller 

or  

click the icon on the desktop 

the following window will appear: 

 
__ Step 2: 

Select the R400Device to delete and click Delete. 

__ Step 3: 

Click the exit button. 
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Delete Local R400Device 
To delete a R400Device created in R400Core. 

The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

Follow this procedure 

__ Step 1: 

Connect as user JTJT040000 to the IBM i. 

A list of commands is shown. 

__ Step 2: 

select option “Manage Device R400” (command WRKR4DEVD) 

It will open a window similar to the following 

 
__ Step 3: 

Delete 

select the R400Device to delete with option 4=Delete. 
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Activate Remote R400Device 
The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

Follow this procedure to activate an R400Device on a Windows PC. 

__ Step 1: 

Activate R400RemoteController: 

Run/All Programs/R400 Remote Controller/R400 Remote Controller 

or  

click the icon on the desktop 

the following window appears: 

 
__ Step 2: 

select the R400Device to activate and click Activate Service. 

The following connection window will appear: 
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Insert an IBM i username and password. Se si vuole memorizzare l’utente per il 
prossimo login cliccare su Login automatico. 

It will then be possible to delete this option by following the “Modify an R400Device“ 
procedure. 

If the cancel button is clicked or the connection fails, the R400Device icon will be red, 
or not active. 

 
A green icon will appear in the taskbar when the R400Device is active: 

 
The first time that the R400Device runs the most recent R400Module are installed.  

In this case a window similar to the following will appear. 

 
Let this procedure run. 
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Deactivate Remote R400Device 
Follow this procedure to deactivate a previously activated R400Device: 

__ Step 1: 

Right click the green R400Device icon. 

 
select "Deactivate connection". 
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Automatically activate Remote R400Device 
Follow this procedure to automatically run a R400Device at startup: 

__ Step 1: 

If the R400Device has not been activated (red icon) follow the Activate Remote 
R400Device procedure. Then these follow these steps.  

In this case it is not necessary to connect to a R400Device.  

Click Cancel when the connection window appears. 

__ Step 2: 

Add an R400Device to startup 

Right click the icon of the R400Device.  

 
Select the option Add to Startup 

WARNING! 

If the user connected to the PC is not an Administrator, R400Device will ask to be 
started with an Administrator; the Administrator name and password will need to be 
provided. 

The R400Device will be reactivated and the procedure will need to be repeated from 
step 1. 
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Cancel automatic activation of Remote R400Device  
Is the procedure to deactivate automatic activation of an R400Device at startup of a 
Windows PC: 

__ Step 1: 

If the R400Device is not already running (that is the icon is not present  in the 
notification area) follow the activation procedure of an R400Device, so continue with 
the following steps. 

In this case it is not necessary to connect the R400Device.  

Click cancel when the Connection window appears.  

__ Step 2: 

Right click the icon of the R400Device.  

 
select the option Remove from Startup 

 

WARNING! 

If the user connected to the PC is not an Administrator, R400Device will ask to be 
started with an Administrator; the Administrator name and password will need to be 
provided. 

The R400Device will be reactivated and the procedure will need to be repeated from 
step 1. 
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Activate Local R400Device 
The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

This procedure activates an R400Device on the IBM i: 

__ Step 1: 

Connect as user JTJT040000 to the IBM i. 

A list of commands is shown. 

__ Step 2: 

Run the following command: 

STRR4DEV DEVR4(JTJT040000) 

If the R400Device is already active, a break message should be sent to the terminal.  
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Deactivate Local R400Device 
The following commands assume that the product is already installed and defaults 
maintained, namely that the library was restored keeping the original name. 

The suffix 040000 indicates the product version:  
Version 04 Release 00 Modification 00. 

This procedure deactivates a locally activated R400Device on theIBM i: 

__ Step 1: 

Connect as user JTJT040000 to the IBM i. 

__ Step 2: 

select option  
“Manage Device R400” (command WRKR4DEVD) 

It will open a window similar to the following 

 
__ Step 3: 

select with option  
8=Work with Status  

the R400Device to deactivate. 

The following window appears: 
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If the R400Device was not already activated the list would be empty and the following 
message shown: 

No active work for the subsystem requested. 

Otherwise select the line *LDEV with option 4=End. 

select *IMMED in the “How to end” parameter and press Enter. 
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